Abstract-Establishing credible thresholds is a central challenge for promoting source code metrics as an effective instrument to control the internal quality of software systems. To address this challenge, we propose the concept of relative thresholds for evaluating metrics data following heavy-tailed distributions. The proposed thresholds are relative because they assume that metric thresholds should be followed by most source code entities, but that it is also natural to have a number of entities in the "long-tail" that do not follow the defined limits. In the paper, we describe an empirical method for extracting relative thresholds from real systems. We also report a study on applying this method in a corpus with 106 systems. Based on the results of this study, we argue that the proposed thresholds express a balance between real and idealized design practices.
I. INTRODUCTION
Since the inception of the first programming languages we are witnessing the proposal of a variety of metrics to measure source code properties like size, complexity, cohesion and coupling [1, 2, 3] . However, metrics are rarely used to control in an effective way the quality of software products. To promote the use of metrics as an effective measurement instrument, it is essential to establish credible thresholds [4, 5, 6] . In this way, software quality managers can rely on metrics, for example, to certify new components or to monitor the degradation in quality that happens due to software aging.
Typically, metric thresholds are defined based on the personal experience of software quality experts. For example, industrial code standards for Java recommend that classes should have no more than 20 methods and that methods should have no more than 75 lines of code [7] . Recently, Alves et al. proposed a more transparent method to derive thresholds from benchmark data [4] . They illustrated the application of the method in a large software corpus and derived, for example, thresholds stating that methods with McCabe complexity above 14 should be considered as very-high risk.
However, it is well-known that source code metric values usually follow heavy-tailed distributions [8, 9] . Therefore, in most systems it is "natural" to have source code entities not following the proposed thresholds for several reasons, including complex requirements, performance optimizations, machinegenerated code, etc. In the particular case of coupling for example, recent studies show that high coupling is never entirely eliminated from software design and that in fact some degree of high coupling might be quite reasonable [10] .
Inspired by such findings, we claim in this paper that absolute thresholds should be complemented by a second piece of information, denoting the percentage of entities the upper limit should be applied to. More specifically, we propose the concept of relative thresholds for evaluating source code metrics, which have the following format: p% of the entities should have M ≤ k where M is a source code metric calculated for a given software entity (method, class, etc), k is the upper limit, and p is the minimal percentage of entities that should follow this upper limit. For example, a relative threshold can state that "85% of the methods should have McCabe ≤ 14". Essentially, this threshold expresses that high-risk methods may impact the quality of a system when they represent more than 15% of the whole population of methods.
Our central contribution in this paper is the proposal of an empirical method to derive relative thresholds based on a statistical analysis of a software corpus and attempting to balance two forces. First, the derived relative thresholds should reflect real design rules, widely followed by the systems in the considered corpus. Second, the derived relative thresholds should not be based on rather lenient upper limits. For example, a threshold stating that "95% of the classes should have less than 100 attributes" is probably satisfied by most systems, since it is based on a very high number of attributes. For this reason, relative thresholds should also reflect idealized design rules, based on widely accepted quality principles [3] .
The paper starts by describing the method proposed to extract relative source code metric thresholds (Section II) and follows by illustrating its application in a small scenario (Section III). Next, we report an extensive study, where we used our method to derive relative thresholds from 106 Java-based systems (Sections IV-A to IV-C). In this study, we also evaluated the following variations regarding the use of the proposed method: (a) its application in a subcorpus of the original corpus including systems sharing a common functional domain (Sections IV-D); (b) a historical analysis where we retrospectively evaluated the derived thresholds in previous versions of a subset of the systems in the corpus (Section IV-E); (c) an inequality analysis, where we evaluated the dispersion of the metric values among the classes that respect the proposed thresholds (Section IV-F).
In the paper, we also discuss the main properties and limitations of the proposed method (Section V). Finally, we present related work (Section VI) and the conclusion (Section VII).
II. RELATIVE THRESHOLDS
This section presents in details the proposed method to extract relative source code metric thresholds. An illustrative example of its usage is presented in the next section.
Goal:
We target metric values that follow heavy-tailed distributions, when measured at the level of classes (although it is straightforward the application to other source code entities, like methods, packages, etc). Basically, the goal is to derive relative thresholds with the following format:
p% of the classes should have M ≤ k where M is a given source code metric and p is the minimal percentage of classes in each system that should respect the upper limit k. Therefore, this relative threshold tolerates (100 − p)% of classes with M > k.
Input: First, we assume that the values of p and k that characterize a relative threshold for a metric M should emerge from a curated set of systems, which we call our Corpus.
Furthermore, to derive the values of p and k the proposed method relies on two constants, M in and T ail, which are used to drive the method towards providing some quality confidence to the derived thresholds. More specifically, these constants are used to convey the notions of real and idealized design rules, respectively. On the other hand, we define that real design rules should be followed by at least M in% of the systems in the considered Corpus (0 < M in ≤ 100). On the other hand, to express the notion of idealized design rules, we first consider that the values of M in the Corpus should follow a heavy-tailed distribution, which is common in the case of source code metrics [8, 9] . We also assume that the tail of the distribution starts at the T ail-th percentile of the values of M in each system S in the Corpus (0 < T ail ≤ 100).
In other words, since the distributions are heavy-tailed, we expect to have classes with very high-values for any metric M (e.g., classes with more than 100 attributes). Although such classes are "natural", they do not represent an "ideal" class.
Method: Figure 1 defines the functions used to calculate the parameters p and k that define the relative threshold for a given metric M . First, the function ComplianceRate[p,k] returns the percentage of systems in the Corpus that follows the relative threshold defined by the pair [p, k]. Moreover, the method aims to find the values of p and k that produce a ComplianceRate with a minimal penalty. More specifically, we penalize a compliance rate function in two situations:
• A ComplianceRate[p,k] less than M in% receives a penalty proportional to its distance to this value, as defined by function penalty 1 [p, k]. As mentioned, the proposed thresholds should reflect design practices that are widely common in the Corpus. Therefore, this penalty formalizes this guideline, by fostering the selection of thresholds followed by at least M in% of the systems in the considered Corpus.
• As mentioned, we assume that in each system the classes with high values of M correspond to T ail% of the classes. Moreover, we define that As defined in Figure 1 , the final penalty of a given threshold is the sum of penalty 1 [p, k] and penalty 2 [k], as defined by function ComplianceRateP enalty [p, k] . Finally, the relative threshold is the one with the lowest ComplianceRateP enalty [p, k] . In case of ties, we select the result with the highest p and then the one with the lowest k.
III. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
This section illustrates our method by reporting the derivation of thresholds for the Number of Attributes (NOA) metric, considering the systems in the Qualitas Corpus [11] . In order to derive the relative threshold for NOA, we will consider the following parameters:
• M in = 90%, i.e., we penalize thresholds that are not followed by at least 90% of the systems in the corpus.
• T ail = 90%, i.e., we penalize thresholds whose upper limits are greater than the median of the 90th percentile, regarding the NOA values in each system.
Considering these parameters, Figure 2 plots the values of the ComplianceRate function, for different values of p and k. As expected, ComplianceRate is a monotonically increasing function, on the values of k. Moreover, as we increase p the function starts to present a slower growth. Figure 2 shows the importance of our second penalty. For example, we can check that ComplianceRate[85, 17] = 100%, i.e., in 100% of the systems at least 85% of the classes have N OA ≤ 17. However, in this case M edianT ail = 9, i.e., the median of the 90th percentile for the NOA values in the considered systems is nine attributes. Therefore, the relative threshold defined by the pair [85, 17] relies on a high value for k (k = 17) to achieve a compliance rate of 100%. To penalize a threshold like that, the value of penalty 2 is (17−9) / 9 = 0.89. Since penalty 1 = 0 (due to the 100% of compliance), we have that ComplianceRateP enalty[85, 17] = 0.89.
As can be observed in Figure 3 Based on our tiebreaker criteria, we select the result with the highest p and the lowest k (in bold above), which leads to the following relative threshold:
80% of the classes should have NOA ≤ 8
This threshold represents a balance between the two forces the method aims to balance. First, it reflects a real design rule, followed by most systems in the considered corpus (in fact, it is followed by 98 out of 106 systems). Second, it is not based on rather lenient upper bounds. In other words, limiting NOA to eight attributes is compatible with an idealized design rule. For example, there are thresholds proposed by experts that recommend an upper limit of 10 attributes [7] .
To illustrate the classes that do not follow the proposed relative threshold, Table I presents the ten classes with the highest number of attributes in our corpus (considering the 98 systems that follow the proposed threshold and only the biggest class of each system). As we can observe, classes with high NOA values are usually Data Classes [12] , used to store global constants, like error messages in the AspectJ compiler or bytecode opcodes in the case of the Jasml disassembler. In the corpus there are eight systems (7.5%) that do not follow the relative threshold. For example, in the JMoney system, 39.3% of the classes have more than 8 attributes. In this system, except for a single class, all other classes with NOA > 8 are related to GUI concerns. For example, the AccountEntriesPanel class has 37 attributes, including 25 attributes with types provided by the Swing framework. Another non-compliant system is JTOpen, a middleware for accessing applications running in IBM AS/400 hardware platforms. In this case, we counted 414 classes (25.2%) with NOA > 8, which basically implement the communication protocol with the AS/400 operating system. Therefore, the non-compliant behavior is probably due to the complexity of JTOpen's domain. 
IV. EXTENSIVE STUDY
In this section, we report an extensive study, through which we apply our method to extract relative thresholds for seven source code metrics. This study also includes a subcorpus analysis (Section IV-D), a historical analysis (Section IV-E), and an inequality analysis (Section IV-F).
A. Metrics
In this study, we used seven metrics related to distinct factors affecting the internal quality of object-oriented systems: Number of methods (NOM), Number of Lines of Code (LOC), FAN-OUT, Response For a Class (RFC), Weighted Method Count (WMC), Lack of Cohesion in Methods (LCOM), and the ratio between Number of Public Attributes and Number of Attributes (PUBA/NOA).
B. Dataset and Study Setup
We used the Qualitas Corpus (version 20101126r), which is a dataset with 106 open-source Java-based systems, specially created for empirical research in software engineering [11] . Besides, we used the Moose platform to compute the values of the metrics for each class of each system [13] . Particularly, we use VerveineJ-a Moose application-to parse the source code of each system and to generate MSE files, which is the format supported by Moose to persist source code models. We also implemented a tool that receives as input CVS files with the metric data generated by Moose and computes the relative thresholds, using the method described in Section II.
Although the literature reports that object-oriented metrics usually follow heavy-tailed distributions [8, 10] , we decided to check ourselves whether the metric values we extracted present this behavior. For this purpose, we used the EasyFit tool 1 to reveal the distribution that best describes our values. We configured EasyFit to rely on the Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test to compare our metrics data against reference probability distributions. Following a classification suggested by Foss et. al [14] , we considered the metric values extracted for the classes of a given system as heavy-tailed when the "bestfit" distribution returned by EasyFit was Power Law, Weibull, Lognormal, Cauchy, Pareto or Exponential. Table II reports the percentage of systems whose metric values were classified as heavy-tailed. The extracted values followed heavy-tailed distributions in at least 94.1% of the systems in our corpus. Figure 4 shows the quantile functions for the considered metric values. In this figure, the x-axis represents the quantiles and the y-axis represents the upper metric values for the classes in the quantile. The figure visually shows that the considered metric values follow heavy-tailed distributions, with most systems having classes with very high metric values in the last quantiles. We can also observe systems with an outlier behavior, due to the presence of high-metrics values even in intermediary quantiles (e.g., 50th or 60th quantiles). Table III shows the relative thresholds derived by our method, considering the same parameters as the ones described in Section III. For each metric, the table shows the values of p and k that characterize the relative thresholds. The table also shows the number of outliers generated by the thresholds, i.e., the number of systems that do not conform to the thresholds. Table IV shows the name of such systems. We claim again that the proposed relative thresholds represent a commitment between real and idealized design rules. They express real design practices because they are widely followed by the systems in our corpus. In fact, the number of systems with an outlier behavior ranged from five systems (NOM) to twelve systems (LCOM). The proposed thresholds seem also to represent idealized design rules, as can be observed by the values suggested to the upper limit k. For example, well-known Java code standards recommend that classes should have no more than 20 methods [7] and our method suggested an upper limit of 16 methods.
C. Extracted Relative Thresholds
However, the balance between real and idealized design rules was achieved by accepting that the thresholds are valid for a representative number of classes, but not for all classes in a system. In fact, the suggested upper limits apply to a percentage p of classes ranging from 75% (LOC and PUBA/NOA) to 80% (NOM, FAN-OUT, RFC, WMC, and LCOM).
For each metric, we manually analyzed the classes located in the "tail" of the considered distributions. Regarding NOM, we concluded that there are at least three categories of classes with many methods. First, many systems have classes that are automatically generated by parser generators or similar tools.
Second, we found that GUI classes-particularly classes that redefine methods inherited from Swing base classes-also tend to have high NOM values. Finally, there are systems that follow an architecture based on a kernel, whose classes typically have many methods and tend to be classified as God Classes [12] . As expected, we also found out that classes with many methods, tend to have high-values for FAN-OUT, LOC, WMC, RFC, and LCOM. As for the PUBA/NOA, the derived threshold defines that 75% of the classes should have at most 10% of public attributes. By manually inspecting classes which do not follow this threshold, we concluded that generally the public fields in such classes, in fact, represent constants, i.e., they are also static and final.
D. Relative Thresholds for a Subcorpus
To evaluate the impact of the corpus in our results, we recalculated the relative thresholds for a subset of the Qualitas Corpus. Basically, in this subcorpus there are 26 systems (24.5%) classified as Tools in the original corpus (which is the most common domain category in the Qualitas Corpus). Table V presents the relative thresholds and the outliers systems, considering this subcorpus as our benchmark data. In the subcorpus, with the exception of LCOM, the thresholds rely on relatively high values for k. In the same way, for FAN-OUT and PUBA/NOA, the p parameter also relies on slightly high values. For example, the original threshold regarding all systems in the corpus is as follows:
80% of the classes should have FAN-OUT ≤ 15
The same threshold for Tools states the following: 85% of the classes should have FAN-OUT ≤ 20 Figure 5 shows the quantile function regarding the median LOC values for the systems in the Qualitas Corpus and in the Tools Subcorpus. Figure 5a shows the function values for all quantiles and Figure 5b shows only the values in the last quantiles. We can observe that the functions are very similar, with a small difference only in the last quantiles. Indeed, in the Tools subcorpus, the "tail classes" tend to be bigger than the typical "tail classes" in the whole corpus.
Regarding the outliers, it is worth noticing that the systems classified as outliers (Table V) were also outliers in the whole (Table IV) . On the other hand, some systems initially considered outliers in the whole corpus were not classified as such when we restricted the analysis to the subcorpus. For example, Weka was an outlier for FAN-OUT in the whole corpus, but not in the subcorpus. This observation reinforces the importance of the corpus in methods to extract thresholds empirically from real systems. It also shows that our method was able to reclassify the systems as expected, i.e., when moving from a general to a more homogeneous corpus, some systems were reclassified, but always changing their status from outliers to non-outliers.
E. Historical Analysis
To evaluate whether the proposed thresholds are valid in different versions of the systems under analysis, we performed a historical analysis, considering previous versions of five systems. In this analysis, we considered only the NOM, FAN-OUT, WMC, and PUBA/NOA metrics. Table VI describes the systems and their versions considered in this analysis. Basically, we selected four systems (Lucene, Hibernate, Spring, and PMD) included both in the Qualitas Corpus and in the COMETS Dataset, which is a dataset for empirical studies on software evolution [15] . Essentially, COMETS provides time series for metrics values in intervals of bi-weeks. We extended this dataset to include time series on a new system (Weka), in order to support the analysis also on an outlier system, regarding the NOM, FAN-OUT, and WMC metrics. In Table VI , the period considered in the extraction ends exactly in the bi-week just before the release of the version available in the Qualitas Corpus, i.e., the version we considered to extract the relative thresholds. Figure 6 plots the percentage of classes in each version and system considered in this analysis respecting the proposed upper limit (parameter k) in the relative thresholds. We can observe that the proposed thresholds seem to capture an enduring design practice in the considered systems. More specifically, the systems not initially considered as outliers (PMD, Spring, Lucene, and Hibernate) presented the same behavior since the first considered version, in the case of the four metrics. A similar observation holds in the case of Weka. Along the extracted versions, this system did not changed its status, both in the case of the metrics it was classified as an outlier (NOM, FAN-OUT, and WMC), and also for the metric it is not an outlier (PUBA/NOA).
F. Inequality Analysis
We evaluated the dispersion of the metric values in the systems respecting the proposed thresholds, using the Gini coefficient. Gini is a coefficient widely used by economists to express the inequality of income in a population [16] . The coefficient ranges between 0 (perfect equality, when everyone has exactly the same income) to 1 (perfect inequality, when a single person concentrates all the income). Gini has been applied in the context of software evolution and software metrics [16, 17] , although not exactly to evaluate the reduction in inequality achieved by following metric thresholds.
In the analysis we will consider the distributions of NOM values in the original corpus. First, we calculated the Gini coefficient considering the whole population of classes in each system. Next, we recalculated the coefficient for the classes respecting the upper threshold of 16 methods. In both cases, we excluded the systems with an outlier behavior, since our goal is to reveal the degree of inequality in systems respecting our approach. The boxplots in Figure 7 summarizes the Gini results in our systems. As we can observe, the median Gini coefficient considering the whole population of classes in each system is 0.52. By considering only classes with 16 or less methods, the median coefficient is reduced to 0.46. In fact, this reduction in dispersion is expected, since we removed the high values in the long tail.
We also analyzed the outliers in the sample filtered by the proposed threshold. As observed in the right boxplot in Figure 7 , we have outliers due to very equal distributions (Gini < 0.35) and also outliers due to very unequal distributions (Gini > 0.55). For example, JParser is an example of the first case (Gini=0.26) and CheckStyle is an example of the second case (Gini=0.60). Figure 8 shows the quantile functions for these two systems. We can see that most classes in JParser respecting the proposed threshold have between 5 to 10 methods, while in CheckStyle we have a representative number of classes with less than five methods, between 5 to 10 methods, and also with more than 10 methods. Although JParser and CheckStyle have very different Gini coefficients, we can not claim they are outliers in terms of software quality. In other words, a system with classes ranging from 5 to 10 methods (JParser) seems to be not very different than a system having classes with 1 to 16 methods (Checkstyle), Therefore, as revealed by the Gini coefficients, the inequality analysis shows that there are different distributions of methods per class among the systems that follow the proposed thresholds. However, such differences do not seem to have major impacts in terms of software quality. More specifically, at least in our corpus, we have not found degenerate distributions, both in terms of equality or inequality, e.g., a system with all classes having exactly a single method or a system with half of the classes having k − 1 methods and half of the classes having very few methods. Although such distributions may respect our thresholds, they would certainly reveal serious design problems. On the other hand, it is hard to believe that distributions like that are possible in practice.
G. Threats to Validity
In this extended study, we have not manually analyzed the systems in the Qualitas Corpus to remove for example test classes or classes generated automatically by tools like parsers generators, as usually recommended [18] . However, our central goal with this study was not establishing an industrial software quality benchmark, but to illustrate the use of our method in a real software corpus, including a discussion on its main properties, like sensibility to the systems in the corpus and historical validity of the extracted thresholds. Considering such goals, we consider that the removal of test classes and classes generated automatically is less critical.
V. DISCUSSION
In this section, we discuss our method considering four aspects: (a) adherence to requirements proposed to evaluate metrics aggregation techniques; (b) robustness to staircase effects; (c) tolerance to bad smells; and (d) statistical properties.
A. Requirements
Mordal et al. defined a set of requirements to characterize software metrics aggregation techniques [19] . We reused these categories to discuss our method mainly because metric aggregation and metric thresholds ultimately share the same goal, i.e., to support quality assessment at the level of systems.
In the following discussion, we consider the two most important categories in this characterization (must and should requirements).
Must Requirements:
• Aggregation: Relative thresholds can be used to aggregate low level metric values (typically in the level of classes) and therefore to evaluate the quality of an entire project.
• Composition: In our method, metrics should be first composed and then aggregated in the form of a relative threshold. For example, PUBA/NOA-used in the study in Section IV-is an example of a composed metric.
Should Requirements:
• Highlight problems: By their very nature, relative thresholds can indicate design problems under accumulation in the classes of object-oriented systems.
• Do not hide progress: The motivation behind this requirement is to reveal typical problems when using aggregation by averaging. More specifically, averages may fail due to a tendency to hide outliers. On the other hand, we argue that our method automatically highlights the presence of outliers above an expected value.
• Decomposability: Given a partition of the system under evaluation, it is straightforward to select the partitions that concentrate more classes not respecting the proposed thresholds. Possible partition criteria include package hierarchy, programming language, maintainers, etc. • Composition before Aggregation: As explained before, metrics should be composed first to preserve the intended semantic of the composition.
• Aggregation Range: This requirement establishes that the aggregation should work in a continuous scale, preferably left and right-bounded. In fact, our relative thresholds can be viewed as predicates that are followed or not by a given system. Therefore, we do not strictly follow this requirement. We discuss the consequence of this fact in Section V-B.
• Symmetry: Our final results do not depend on any specific order, i.e., the classes can be evaluated in any order.
B. Staircase Effects
Staircase effects are a common drawback of aggregation techniques based on thresholds [19] . In our context, these effects denote the situation where small refactorings in a class may imply in a change of threshold level, while more important ones do not elevate the class to a new category. To illustrate the scenario, suppose a system with n classes not following a given relative threshold. Suppose also that by refactoring a single class the system will start to follow the threshold. Although the scenarios before and after the refactoring are not very different regarding the global quality of the system, after the refactoring the system's status changes, according to the proposed threshold. Furthermore, when deciding which class to refactor, it is possible that a maintainer just selects the class more closer to the upper parameter of the relative threshold (i.e., the "easiest" class to refactor).
Although subjected to staircase effects, we argue that any evaluation based on metrics-including the ones considering continuous scales-are to some extent subjected to quality treatments. In fact, treating values is a common pitfall when using metrics, which can only be avoided by making developers aware of the goals motivating their adoption [20] .
C. Tolerance to Bad Smells
Because the thresholds tolerate a percentage of classes with high metric values, it is possible that they in fact represent bad smells, like God Class, Data Class, etc. [12] . However, when limited to a small number of classes-as required by our relative thresholds-our claim is that bad smells do not constitute a threat to the quality of the entire project nor an indication of an excessive technical debt. Stated otherwise, our goal is to raise quality alerts when bad smells change their status towards a disseminated and recurring design practice.
D. Statistical Properties
In the method to extract relative thresholds, the median of a high percentile (as defined by the T ail parameter) is used to penalize upper limits that do not reflect the accepted semantics for a given metric values. We acknowledge that the use of the median in this case is not strictly recommended, because we never checked whether the T ail-th percentiles follow a normal distribution. However, our intention was not to compute an expected value for the statistical distribution, but simply to penalize compliance rates based on lenient upper limits, i.e., limits that are not observed at least in half of the systems in our corpus.
VI. RELATED WORK
In this section, we discuss work related to our method following a division in two groups: (a) thresholds definitions; and (b) statistical analysis.
A. Thresholds Definitions
Alves et al. proposed an empirical method to derive threshold values for source code metrics from a benchmark of systems [4] . Their ultimate goal was to use the extract thresholds to build a maintainability assessment model [21, 22] . In the proposed method, metric values for a given program entity are first weighted according to the size of the entities in terms of lines of code (LOC), in order to generate a new distribution where variations in the metrics values are more clear. After this step, the method relies on quality profiles to rank entities according to four categories: low risk (0 to 70th percentiles), moderate risk (70th to 80th percentiles), high risk (80th to 90th percentiles), and very-high risk (90th percentile). In a more recent work, Alves et al. improved their method to include the calibration of mappings from code-level measurements to system-level ratings, using an N-point rating system [23] . On the other hand, in our method, we do not use weighting by LOC, and we have only two profile categories (respecting or not the relative thresholds). Moreover, our goal is the extraction of relative thresholds that by construction tolerate high-risk classes, assuming they are natural in heavy-tailed distributions. However, high-risk classes should not exceed a percentage of the whole population of classes.
Ferreira et al. defined thresholds for six object-oriented metrics using a benchmark of 40 Java systems [5] . Using the EasyFit tool, they also concluded that the metric values, except for DIT, follow heavy-tailed distributions. After this conclusion, the authors relied on their own experience to establish three threshold ranks: i) good, which refers to most common values; ii) regular, which refers to values with low frequency, but that are not irrelevant; and iii) bad, which refers to values with rare occurrences. However, they do not establish the percentage of classes tolerated in these categories.
Chidamber et al. analysed a set of metrics in order to assess their usefulness for practicing managers [24] . For this, they relied on empirical data relating the metrics to productivity, rework effort, and design effort on three commercial objectoriented systems. In common with our work, the authors propose that threshold values should not be defined a priori, but rather should come from benchmark data. Following Pareto's 80/20 heuristic, they established that a "high" value for a metric can be defined no lower than the 80th percentile. In contrast, our method does not use a defined percentile as threshold and we also generate a single threshold for the entire benchmark.
Herbold et al. used a machine learning algorithm for calculating thresholds [6] . In their approach, classes and methods are classified as respecting or not the computed thresholds. Shatnawi et al. [25] and Catal et al. [26] used Receiver-Operating Characteristic curves (ROC curves) to derive thresholds. Shatnawi et al. derived thresholds to predict the existence of bugs in different error categories using three releases of the Eclipse project. Catal et al. proposed a noise detection algorithm based on software metric thresholds values. On the other hand, Yoon et al. [27] used the K-means Clustering algorithm to derive metric thresholds. However, this algorithm requires an input parameter that affects both the performance and the accuracy of the results. Nevertheless, in all these cases the proposed thresholds are absolute. In contrast, our method derives relative thresholds.
B. Statistical Analysis
Wheeldon et al. analyzed 11 coupling metrics using three Java systems and concluded that their values follow a Power Law distribution [28] . Baxter et al. [8] analyzed 17 metrics in 56 Java systems for verifying their internal structure. The authors reported that most metrics follow power-laws. Louridas et al. analyzed coupling metrics using 11 systems developed in multiple languages (C, Perl, Ruby, and Java) [9] . The authors concluded that most metrics are in conformity with heavytailed distributions, independently of programming language. Studies conducted by Potanin et al. [29] and Taube-Schock et al. [10] confirm such results, but for coupling metrics. Concas et al. analyzed 10 metrics using three large Java and Smalltalk systems [30] . Their findings indicate that large OO systems also follow heavy-tailed distributions.
In summary, the aforementioned studies suggest that nonGaussian distributions are common in the case of source code metric values. Therefore, our method does not assume a distribution that is rarely observed in real-world systems, specifically in the case of source code metrics. On the other hand, such studies do not propose a clear roadmap to apply their findings in practical software quality assessments.
VII. CONCLUSION
Source code metric values usually follow heavy-tailed distributions [8, 9] . Therefore, it is natural to observe in every system a percentage of classes not respecting a given threshold. In this paper, we proposed the notion of relative thresholds to deal with such metric distributions. Our approach explicitly indicates that thresholds should be valid for most but not for all classes in object-oriented systems. We proposed a method that extracts relative thresholds from benchmark data and we evaluated this method in the Qualitas Corpus. We argued that the extracted thresholds represent an interesting balance between real and idealized design rules.
We envision a scenario where the proposed relative thresholds are used to measure the technical debt in a system [31] . Resembling the notion of financial debt, this metaphor describes the "debt" incurred when developers make quick-and-dirty implementations, targeting a short-term solution. However, in the long term, an accumulated technical debt may cause relevant maintenance costs [32] . On the other hand, it is widely accepted that technical debt can not be completely avoided, although it should always be explicit [33] . In this context, we consider that the notion of relative thresholds can be used to control and monitor the technical debt in a system and to raise an alarm when the debt reaches a dangerous level, i.e., when the proposed relative thresholds are violated.
Also as future work, we have plans to apply our approach on new software metrics, including non-source code based metrics, such as process metrics. We intend to evaluate our approach with other systems, possibly using the portfolio of a real software development organization. We also intend to extract relative thresholds for different contexts, such as systems of different sizes and systems implemented in different programming languages. Finally, we intend to investigate the impact of not following our thresholds on software quality properties, like maintainability.
